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EXIN Light Heavy Duty Portable LED Light

The Exin Light when in its travel position is totally contained within its own heavy duty plastic body. When
extended, the Exin Light has two different height settings, and a multitude of angle setting for the light head
itself. This means this product is compact enough to move from site to site yet adaptable enough to be suitable
anywhere. The light head is fitted with over 250 LED’s and can be used in a variety of settings – side A only, side
B only, or both sides to emit light in all directions. Not only does the Exin Light offer all of these features – but it
weighs only 7.7kg (including accessories, battery and components).
The battery can power the light for 10‐12hrs, and is easily rechargeable from any 240V GPO, or from a vehicles
12V cigarette lighter. Both charging cables are included, and are stored with the lights body for added
convenience. The Exin Light also features a low‐battery indicator light, so you know when it’s time to recharge.
The Exin Light is available with various attachment clamps to use in various situations. ENERGEX in Queensland
have adopted a pole mounting clamp – that allows the Exin light to be attached to power poles for line
workers. The other mounting options available also include a tri‐pod, as well as stabilising brackets. The Exin
Light of course also be used stand alone for ground level or trench and pit work.
Item Code
Traveller
IN120L
IN2400L
EX90LT4

Description
Traveller 720L
Single sided light
120l Smith Light
Double side light
2400L Smith light
Single sided light
EX90 Smith Light EX
Double side light
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